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  PC (.pot) 
•  Save the .pot file into the Microsoft Office Templates folder. It is located on the C drive, in the Program Files 

folder, in the Microsoft Office folder. 
•  Open PowerPoint 
•  Click the Microsoft Office button and select “New.” The “New Presentation” window opens. 
•  Click “My templates,” click on the template and press “OK” to import the template into the presentation. 

 
  MAC (.thmx) 

•  Open PowerPoint and open .thmx file 
•  Save the .thmx in My Templates 
•  Select “File” from the menu, then select “New Presentation”  
•  Select “Themes” from the menu, then choose the background you just uploaded  

Importing a PowerPoint template/theme 
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  Text 
•  4x4 rule — If you have to use bullets use them sparingly — use one thought per line, no more than four words 

per line and no more than four bullets on a single slide. 
•  Typically do not write in complete sentences — the shorter, more concise your message the better. You’re trying 

to evoke an emotional response. 
•  Font should never be smaller than a 24 point, headers should be at least 34 point (your template has this preset 

for you). 
•  Sans serif fonts are always easier to read (stay on brand by using the font preset in your template) 
•  To ensure readability, stand back six feet and try and read your slides — anything you can’t make out should be 

deleted or made larger. 
•  Avoid using italics for emphasis, instead use underline, bold or complimentary colors (sparingly). 
•  Use dark fonts on light colors and light fonts on dark colors. 

  Transitions and animations 
•  Use transitions consistently and keep them simple — “fade” or “dissolve from black” work the best. 
•  Use animated graphics and text sparingly (only if they truly help make your point). 
•  Try to avoid distracting transitions and animations like “spinning” or “box in.” 

  Pictures, charts and graphs 
•  Dramatic images are ALWAYS your best option for a presentation. Use a great image to make a point (instead 

of bullets or stats) — this emotionally connects with the audience, lets them focus on what you are saying and  
leaves them with an image that will help them remember what you were talking about. 

•  In general, NEVER use clip art. Look for high quality photos or illustrations. Flickr’s Creative Commons is a 
good place to look for free images. They typically have their copyright information imbedded in them: 
http:www.flickr.com/creativecommons/. We’ve also preloaded many options specific to your college/department. 

•  Use charts and graphs sparingly and keep text to a minimum — let the chart/graph speak for itself. Use just a 
title and labels, when possible. 

  Technology 
•  Save your presentation in two places (computer and flash drive). Use a wireless mouse, if available. 

  Be prepared 
•  Practice your timing and transitions. Don’t read your slides. The PowerPoint is for your audience, not you. 

Always check for spelling and grammatical errors. 

PowerPoint Tips 


